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f ' write an essay in 250 words on one of the forfowing , (lxg=g)t' 
,Tr3:rtnr:f"of media in sensationarizing non-issues as reveared in

t' 
Jffi;[t":ffi;i" school or svmpathv" envisions a worrd based on

lf ' write an essay in 250 words on one of the forowing , (lxg_g)3) Madness as a metaphor of trauma in ,,Toba 
Tek singh,,.-' 

:T:i::JlffiJffiill:rpeople w*h nature and mansrove forests in the

f lf ' Answer four of the following in about 100 words : (4x4=f g)5) How does the poet describe Benaras from the riverbank in the evening ?6) Bourgeois values undermine the democratic exchange of ideas. comment.7) Explain the ,fatal 
disconnection of subjects,.

B) Problem-posing education as an alternative to banking concept of education.9) Discuss the chief characteristics of narrative education.
10) Theme of oppression in "How to Tame a New pair of chappars,,.
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lv' Answer eight of the following in not more than two sentences : (gxl=g)
1 1) What is the purpose of liberal education ?

12) Expand GATT and TRtpS.
13) who does the poet refer to as chappars in the poem ?
14) How do people internalize hierarchy ?

15) The narrator in ,,The School for Sympathy,,.
16) what was unacceptabre in the crassroom sociar order ?
'7) what do you understand from the existence of three hundred Ramayanas ?
1B) How does Gregg break arr rures for a beach vacation ?
19) The contribution of Shewprasad Tiwari.
20) How does the city of Benaras empty itserf every day ?


